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. Put the sun to work;
It's been lazy too long!'
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Monday, September 19, 1977
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Ticket· Revenue TcllksSet

By ROBERTALMY

LOBO St~U Writer
Negotiations between UNM and
the Gity of Albuquerque will begin
in a couple of weeks concerning the_
revenue from· pa!:,king tickets is.s1,1ed
on campus, said UNM Buclget
Director James A. Wiegmann.
Wiegmann said he received a city
report on Sept. I, 1971 ~hat shows
the revenue to the city from th'ese
parking tickets for. the fiscal year
1976-77 was $140,098. However,
according to the report, tlie cost to
th.e city for processing the fines was
$163,985. Thus, the report stated,
the city lost $23,887 for the ~
'month period.
Wiegmann said, "We plan to
meet with ihe city to review the
report and ·come up with an
agreement to have UNM receive
some of t~e revenue."

''We wanted to Qbtain. thhwmort .
before w·e attempted to do a lot of
research into -the legal .and ad- ·
ministrative · aspects o'f having
UNM process tl\ese tickets. We are
t10ping to avoict this, if we can, a.nd
arrive at a reasonable agreement
with the city.
• "The city aske<;l that, after our

review of the report, W~ set up a
meeting with Art Blumenfeld, the
director of the Dept. of Finance
and Management,'' Wiegmann
said. "We will probably .do that
within the next couple of weeks.''
· Wiegmann said he would review
the· city report with John Perovich,
UNM vice-president for business

and finance,
comptroller.

Wiegmann said, l'Probahly
Carroll Lee and I will meet with the
city. We hope we can· discuss it
before the end of next week with
Mr. Perovich ahd proceed from
there." He said the city has im-

\ .

.

''

plemented a new data-processing
system for handling the parking
violations. The city previously safd
it would. have more informatioh
after the new system had operated
for a year. Wieg~ann received. the
municipal report after the completion of the first year of the
automated system .
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'90 Days' Until Agency is Chosen
•,

Firm to Seek DefaUlted Loans
By LORI LACEDONIA

, Lobo Staff Writer
A spokesman for the office of Health, Education and Welfare said
the process of findiil¥ a ~rivate firm to_ collect o~ defa~lted student
loans at UNM and nat1onw1de should be completedin 61)to 90 days.
"We point out information for bidders and we have to give them at
least month to f:iraw up some kind of a plan and a contract .. What
we're looking for is the lowest price, the best plan, and we want to make
sure the firm is reliable," spokesman Mike Becker said.
Ralph Sena, program supervisor for New Mexico Student Loan
. program, said 4420 claims bave been fi[ed here in tile past 2 years.
The N.M.S;L. program js run by a state agency. The loans for
students are financed by federally insured bonds. If a student doesn't
pay the claim, the"claim then goes to the federal government, an<;l they
try to collect it. If they have no success, the claims wind up with HEW.
John Silko, assistant attorney who provides legal assistance for the
New MexiCo student loans said, "The back log in claims is uncredita]lle." He approximated the figure at somewhere around $400 million.
The HEW spokesman said, "we want to get the money back to tl\e
By MIKE HOEFf
states so there will be money available for more loans." He described ~
· LOBO Staff Writer
' · A unanimous vote to evaluate a the situation as having .g9tten worse in recen~ years. We expanded:_the ·
·
propsal . · which ..\Yp.ilJd ~ )t~n~~ program; •he S!lid,. :;~od ~~Qple,ta.~g_ adyantagc of1it. .
women's sports into the NCAA was
passed yestcr~'the Athletic
Council. . ·•.
Director of Athletics, .Lavon
McDonald, said the proposal would
provide · for NCAA women's
championships-the same
organization as the men's athletic
program. ~'There isn't equal opportunity for athletic competition
under two standards," he · said.
"Equality must be from one set 6f
· rules. which would apply to both
sexes."
The woman's athletic program is
under the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women•
(AIAW). The AlA W provides
limited scholarships for women;
McDonald said the NCAA is better
organized. ''The NCAA has better
championship· competition,
financiai aid, eligibility requirements, and also allows recruiting,
which the AlA W does not,"
McDonald said •.
McDonald will propose an
amendment to the NCAA con•
stituion in November, if the.
proposal passes the- Athletic
Council. "If other schools · have!
made this proposal, UNM will join
them/'. he said. "If not, UNM will
propose it."
The Athletic Council. which
:e
yesterday held its first meeting ·of.
it is dark, the lights on the rides are
ANNLAWRENCERYANN
the school year, formulates and
.
brighter and the garishness of the
Lobo Staff Writer
maintains . policies pertaining to ,
games
of chance and carnies seems
Although th~ New Mexico State·
inter collegiate athletics.
~
·
to
fade.
The council, chaired by Prof. Fair is certainly not staged ex• ·
For
those
of us who make only a
Aaron· J, Ladman, is. ,a .faculty elusively for the benefit of children,
yearly
pilgri~age
to the excitement
standing committee. It .is composed they appear to be the· ones w~o
of
a
fair,
tha.t
visit
is a holiday. But
· of six faculty members, three capture arid savor most of .1ts
· undergraduate student members, magic. This can be seen everywhere for those who travel on the curcuit
with a ride, game or tee-shirt stall,
one graduate student rnernber, one on the fairgrounds, There is an fairs are a way of life.
alumni member, the Director of attraction for almost every taste.
Steve Hunt, who works on the
Connecting the separate cultural
Athletics• the Dire.,:tor of Woman's
Munich Furil}ouse, explained the
Athletics,
and the "faculty centers (the Spanish Village, the
Indian Village, the Horse Arena) is system: "It (the funhousejob) pays
Representative t() the.NCAA, ·
$10 a day plus room and board. "It's
· The Council planned in futtitct Main SL .It is lined by a mixture Of
food stands; souvenier and curio a year-round thing -- from here we
meetings to:
-study a· proposal to ·change stands and 'buildings that bouse go to El Paso, our winter camp ... we stay there two, three
-football games to the afternoon. · • exhibits such as Indian Crafts, the
however long it takes to fix
-advise on formulation of next Woman's exhibits, paintings and months,
up the rides.';
model trains.
.
. ·
year;s athle~ic schedules .. · .. .·
1
Hunt said, "most o f tbe peop e
the midway,. south of the
-'develop criteria to add to or
h
exhibits, is best seen at night. When , here (on the midway) trave l t e
drop from athletic programs.

When a student takes out a loan, they must sign a promtssary nm~:
which makes them liable for any legal .fees .or collection charges, Sitko
said. In some cases, the NDSL may add 20-30 per cent fees, or it may
come out of the amount owed, Silko said. He added, "Before an agency
is con'tacted a demand Jetter is sent out to the student telling them to
make some kind of arrangement:; within 10 days. If there is no response
a law suit ·is filed and they obtain a judg_ment against the borrower
within 30 days. Sitko ·described· the .amount they're nc:>t c.ollecting as
runn'ing high, about 50 per cent. "Even if we h~d to pay the collection
agencies, we still would come out ahead because of the principal interest, Silko said. "after all we were coming out with almost nothing in
the past."
'
Twenty to twenty-five per cent of the borrowers are delinquent, Sena
said. A person is consi<;lered delinquent when they are anywhere .from 1120 days late.
.
· Sena said, ••or that 20-25 per cent we resolve 75 per cent through
·
'legal process.''

a

Women
··May Join
·NCAA

! .

and <;:arro11 Lee..~

\

...

,,

• ,r

..

Sena said that the number of defaults varies front month to month.
. We're resolving 80 per ceqt 'of the people who. aie deljnquent.1'he.net ·
result of defal!lJ!!I.g ·IJ.!ls. bee~.20,per cent .iil 'the'
an~',:!-\'cre hoping
cut. th{ltdown :to a s:to.per cent default, <Sena added. ·
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A Fair Line ol Carnies & Cu1ture.

·'

same curcuit. It's like a family, ·we partying and we make good
all party together ... although if a money."
booth or ride is short of help in a
Stoner's operation only stays on
town they'll hire local kids to work the road from February through
the length of the fair.
November and then spends the
"I'm from California. How did I three months o"ff in Arizona,
become a Carny? I just walked on "partying like hell. We don't rest,"
to it."
he said.
Hunt said he enjoyed the job
because of the traveling and good
Whether a tWo; week event or· a
opportunities. io pick up women year-round job, fairs like the New
"Iwouldn't be here i.f I didn't enjoy _.Mexico State fair have a power, a
it, sweetheart."
magic, an attraction to most
Jay Stoner runs an operation out people.
of PlJOnex which sells tee-shirts. He
The New Mexico State Fair is a
has Up to four units on the road ;at a- world which one enters, either for a
. time that go as far away as Flor~da, day or two or five, or as is the case
Illinois, Montana. and .Wyommg, with Hunt arid Stoner and the
setting up boqths at drag races ~nd
. . f
h.
tr·acto·r ·p· ulls. as w·ell·a·s· State F.am. others like them, tl 1S ·or mont s or
. 1t •
St. on·e· r· sa1'd, 11 W.·e· lt·ave a lot of fun years or a b eume.
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US Ship Sinking
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l·Dayan Linked ,to Atta.ck
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BR1EGEP·ORT,
Conn.
(UPI):__CIA documents obtained
by the American· Palestine .Committee say Defense Minister Moshe
Dayan ordered the 1%7 attack of
the USS Liberty, in which 34
Americans· died, because the ship
was jamming Israeli communications.

The documents, contraqi~ting to make them public Sunday so the
Israeli declarations that the incident disclosure would coincide with
during the six-day war was a Dayan's scheduled visit to New
mistake, · were obtained in J l!ne York. He suggested Dayan be tried
from the CIA through the Freedom in the United States as a "war
of Information Act, the Palestine crimimil."
The CIA said the documents
Committee said.
were
''unevaluated for accuracy."·
National Chairman Norman
Similar
reports have been pub)ished
Dacey of Bridgeport said he chose
in the past, but none was ever
confirmed.
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New Location
1631 Eubank N .E.

AS
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Belen at 614 Becker 864-3522 •

___ - - - - - - _.,. ·

ASU NM Speakers Committee
And Popular Entertainment Committee
Present

Israel claimed the daylight attack
June 8, 1967' 'against the u.s.
communications ship was a tragic
mistake , that occurred when its
warplanes and torpedo boats
confused the Liberty with an
-Egyptian vessel near Israel's 12mile limit in the Mediterranean.

1

511 Wyoming N.E.265-3667
4523 4th N .W. 345-5301

T

&

The attack came three days after
Israel's June 5 lightning strike
across the Sinai Peninsula caught
the Arabs by surprise. A U.N.
cease-fire stop-peed hostilities June

10

~ne

document

which . the

Palestine Committee. said was
provided by the CIA is dated Nov.
9, 1967 and titled "Attack on USS
Liberty or"dered by Dayan."
According to the Palestine
Committee, it quotes unidentified
agency informants as saying:
"Dayan personally ordered the
attack on the ship. One of his
generals adamantly opposed the
action and said, 'This is pure·
murder!' One of the admirals who
was present also disapproved the
action and it was he who ordered it
stopped."
'
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·YOU COULDN'T·
DO f>bllbR IF
YOU Flb\V IT
IN VOURObLF !

lI
By United

Pre~ International

.

Leader Mourned in Africa
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa--Thousands ·of Africans attended memorial services Sunday for Black student leader Steve Biko,
whose death in police custody sparked an international controversy.
Police Minister Jimmy Kruger warned "heads may roll" if autopsy
reports turn up any wrongdoing.
In the huge township of Soweto, 15 miles southwest of Johannesburg, an estimated 2,500 persons streamed to the Regina Mundi
Cathedral to pay their respects to Biko, regarded as the founder of the
·
Black consciousness movement in South Africa,

'I

I

October 10, 1977
Popejoy H~ll
-8:15 p.m.
Tickets Available At All Ticketmaster Locations
Popejoy & SUB Box Offices • Record World •
Dillard's • All LP Goodbuy & General Store Locations
People's Choice io Rancho) •
Man

Mid-East Situation Darkens

REPEAT OF A SELL OUT!!

WASHINGTON--U.N. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim
predicted Sun.day the situation in the Middle East will deteriorate
"dramatically" next year in the absence of some new breakthrough
toward peace soon.
He said the Soviet Union shares his pessimism.
Waloheim, speaking two days before the start of the 32nd U.N.
Gemneral Assembly, told ABC-TV's "Issues and Answers" he is not
optimistic about the Middle East because the parties are "so far
apart."

TURNTABLES

HERE IS

AOI#i*'''

This "best buy" rated cassette deck is hard
_!O hang on to but here we go again ...

SHURE V·15 Type Ill., .. 91,00,, 49.50

ONLY

ADC·XLM MK II

STANTON 681 EEE

STAN.TON 500 EE

you save $90,00 ....

"i3
cr'

-"'
....

·"'._,
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TURNTABLES

TURNTABLES

, •• , • 92,00, , 49,95

' ••• , •10.00 •• 19.95
. • . • • 100.00.. 45.00

THERE IS ALWAYS MORE
AT WAREHOUSE SOUNOII

-

SANSUI 221
We're making it real easy for you to start
into com~onents with this budget priced
AM/FM stereo receiver that has all you'll need.

$gs

SANSUI FR·10BO

• was $150.00

ROTELSEMI·
AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE
MODEL RP-1100Q

winner for budget

A

mmdcd audiophiles,

SANSUI6060
True tonal quality, power -stability and

I
I

J
l

was $145.00

Ease of opcrntion w1th

!

Great on performance and

lime·tcsted automatic

beaut1h.llly ,;tyled Semi·autamatie

rcturn/51lut off mechanism.

bolt dr,ivo turntable.

l

'

',i

i,

overatr musicality are stressed throuqhout

•

this extremely well balanced AM/FM Stereo receiver,

Now $110

Sale price $309.95

Retail is $420.00

ROTEL RX·602

Clean looks, clean sound~ and mo1 e control
features than any receiver on the market
today. Gatta be seen and heard to be believed.

LIST .... $380.00

SALE ....

GARRARD 9908 at 50% off
Fully aulomatic turntable,

$280 •

Balanced mechanics,
balanced performance.
SansUI has automated their
best direct drive manuaf to

complete with woorl base,

tinted du~t cover and Shure M91 ED.

Was $250.00

'

Now

$125

provide both rotauona/ speed
accuracy and total convenitjnce •.

Was $290.00 Now

100A

This IS
our
buy in ~peekers .•
A 10 inch 3·way system wnh ported cabinet.

list S 125.00

sale

•

list $180.00

$75

Sale

'.

$120
PIONEER PL·510A

llllllt;
Full-automatic belt dnve tutntable w1th
preciSIOn 4 poh! synchronou~ motor.
P1oneer'r; I.Jc!it belt dnvc.

A COMPACT

KLH 325 "the 1ittle baroness''
is a 8 inch two way system of pore quality in
sound and construC-I!On,

Was$200.00 NOW JUST

·are ~A 7ewof'oon;, ••

$125

MARTIN, GIBSON, GUILD, ARIA
PIMENTEL, MADEIRA, YAMAHA

SPEAK~t;~U'i,~~~~lli~l~~
re(tu1re an eff1cicni,

For those who
compact bookshelf loudspeaker wrth a h·rgher-than
av-erage d1sper!>tOn f<~ctot~
the FRM·3 is 1he obvrous choice!

Retail $132.00

Now

$102

DISPERSION

YOU SAVE MORE

Also

HIWATT,
PEAVEY,

JUST

SONAX
AmpUfiers in stock

$15

lht $5.00

1/'fas $200.00

Now

$145

THORJiliS TO 165C
There isn't another belt dnve turntable
in the world that will give all the
J)rCCJSIOO the 165C Will
.. don't miss this one!

$l15

Scotch

SOUND GUARD PRESERVATION KIT

~90

$5.25

"

List $7.99 .•.•.• , Sale

DISCWASHER SYSTEM
with WAREHOUSE SOUND'S FREE REFILL (worth 52.251

~~_,-~

BASF P§lfORMANCE
list $4.25

,SERIES C-90

WA TT5 Preener Was $6.95 Now

$425

FIDELATDNE Record Washer

Save SO%

.

Was 515.00
TRACS C-60

3lor $(.49

TRACS C-90

3 lot: $1.911

for all notes (music- or words)

Fact. lrreg.

$128

Servo·comrolled direct drive system.
Quality stereo performance can't help but
be enhanced by mclusion of the PL-510A
in your system of components.

CLEAN EM' UP SPECIALS

SCOTCH MASTER C-90
Sola $3-,!15

Now

THAN YOU SPENDI!

CASSETTE TAPES
CHASE THE STATIC
RIGHT OFF YOUR
RECORDS WiTH
ONE EASY SQUEEZE
WITH EMPIRE's NEW
STATIC ELIMINATOR
ON SALE FOR

$190

Sounds as beautiful as it looks. vou control
the sound With this 10 inch 3·way high
efficiency speaker system.

MIC~W·ACOUSTICS

U/e'd like f.o.help qou sefeafone
-Ihal is righ~ for qou.
.
. Ancl, Sf!eaktng of friem:l6 ,here

The Highest Quality Of Clothing· At Half Price Or Less

.

Cll

.g

$159.95

or.sad times,
a fine guitar is a friend

Many More Good BuysCheck Us Out

9

Sate

Was $180.00

'

cr'

SHURE M91 ED , •• , , •• , 64,95. , 19.50
SHURE M95ED •.•••.•. 74.95 •• ·29.50

TEAC A·170S.

time community Mah-J ongg
Police said that by the time they
game," said Lt. Daniel Murphy, arrived all the patrons except four
head of a new task force trying to women had fled and "'that the
clean up Chinatown crime that has amount of blood spattered around
hurt tourist business badly.
the gambling den indicated other~
Police said the gunmen broke may have been sho.l
into the Yow Lun Fraternal -:-;::;:-:;·;.·...;,...;;-_-=-.:-:._.;;;:==:..:.;_;;,:
Association,
a combination
recreation center and photo studio,
New Mexico
shortly after midnight and
DAILY LOBO
methodically took the wallets and
purses of the patrons for two hours
Vol. 82.
No. 20
381400
as they entered to gamble.
The New Mexico Dally Lobo b pubU!hed
Lee, a garage owner known for
Mond11y through Friday every rcgulur week
"always' flashing a big roll," eno( tJm Univl!l'slty year and weekly during the
summer scss.ion b}• the Board of Student
tered about 2 a.m. with a friend,
Publications of the University of New MeXico,
Jennie Lin, 40, and when he ap;
and i.s mit flnanclalJy associated with UNM~
Second class postage paid o.t Albuquerque,
parently tried to fight off the
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is
$10.00 for the: academic ycnr.
·
robbers he was shot three times in
The oplnions Ell:prcssed on the editorial
the face, chest and stomach, said
pages of The Dallv Lobn are those of the
author solei~·· Unsigned opinion Is that of the
homicide inspector Rotea Gilford.
cdit(lrlal board of Tim Dally Lobo. Nothing
Miss Lin was shot in the arm and
printc4 in The Daily Lobo necosa::rily
represents- the views of the University of New
was reported in fair condition later • Mexico,
at a hospitaL

Dress T •Shirts w/Pocket ........••.•....... s2.s0 Reg. ss.so
Sho~t Sleeve Shirts ..•...•......•.....•..••• s4.00 Reg. s12
Demm Jackets .....•.. ·. • . • • . ... . . . • . . . . . • • . s4.50 Reg. s12
Levis Jeans ......••.•••..•.•.•.••. : . •.•...• ,. . . . . • sa.95

t"

0

1§1 ,, SALE I

List

SALISBURY, Rhodesia--Prime Minister Ian Smith said Sunday
he is holding off on his controversial "internal settlement" plan while
he latest Anglo-American proposals for majority rule are considered.
Sm.ith said he was shelving for the time being his intention to form a
"broad~based" government that would include blacks and whose
main task would be to draft a majority rule constitution containing
·
widespread safeguards for whites.
This broad-based government would constitute a premliminary of
the "internal settlement" plan.

This Week's Specia'l Buys

.z

AT WAREHOUSE SOUND WE HAVE A MOUNTAIN
OF TURNTABLES FOR YOU TO SELECT FROM

-·

Majority Rule Weighed

•

0

e:.

J

More Chinatown Deaths
.I

~·

0

'

Was $180.00

SAN FRANCISCO (UP I)--Three
gunmen broke inio a Chinatown
gambling parlor Sunday, robbed
and took hostage 20 patrons, then
' killed one person and wounded
anotller in the latest outbreak of
violence in the famed tourist area,
police said.
The robbers, who wore paper
bags. over their heads, held the
gam biers hostage fort wo hours and
then flea after killing Johnny Kim
Lee, 41, when he resisted being
searched, leaving $2,500 cash in his
pocket, said Lt. Daniel Murphy.
Homicide officers said the in:
cident was not believed related to
gang attacks that resulted in the
killing of five persons at the Golden
Dragon Restaurant Sept. 4 and the
apparent retaliatory slaying of a
chinese youth last week.
"It was as different type of
scenario • A break-in at a smalf·

3::

INSTANT CREDIT
Inquire for dltltlll
'Indica~!!:! mlninum monlhlt pa')rmer11 en our
revo1vln~ charge plan, Annual pereentagll: ratt~
IS 18% APR blUed mOilthlyalllh%mOnlhly.

Now

$7 ;50

WAREHOUSE SOUND PRICE GUARANTEE:
IF YOU FIND EXACTLY THE SAME' SYSTEM
AVAILABLE FROM AN AUTHORIZED
DEAL~R SELLING FOR LESS IN NEW
MEXIC"OWITH!t-1 MDAVSWE WILL
FIE:FlJNO THE DIFFERENCE PLUS A
RIGHTEOUS 1!i%. (appll~~! to new models)
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GUITAR
SHOPmc.'
2212 East Central
(across from Popejoy
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City Candidates ·camPus Dentistry Offered~

[!.[MIJ[f~~

IJ![!)fJU'C!)~~A[!.~

®rJJa~~®~~

ROBERT R. LEE
· LOBO StaffWriter
University stuc!ents, faculty and
staff will have an opportunity to
question Albl!querque mayoral and
, city council candidates during
Candidate~ Day Wednesday.
·
The four mayoral and 16 city
council candidates have been invited tQ speak on the North Mall,
beginning at 11:15 a.m., said Ann
Dunphy, Candidates Day. committee member. Dunphy said that
.not all of the candidates have confirmed that they wjll appear, but
she expects more confirmations
today.
The committee will present folk
guitarist Laura. Rhinehart at 10:30.
Eight city .council ca~didates will
then each g!Ve a five-mmute speech,
after which the eight will ta.ke

Edito.-ial
8

Senate Priorities

'5

'

And then there were fifteen.
:E. The resignation of ASUNM Sen. Kate Watson leaves the beloved
~ student government legislative branch filled to only 75 per C!Jnt of its
Z capacity, and brings the number of Senate resignations in the past
..f' month to three. We only wonder why there haven't been more
~ resignations considering the inept, unresponsive Senate acts.
c..
AFTER KICKING AROUND THE Homecoming appropriations bill
at last Wednesday's meeting, the Senate didn't have time to do much
else. They didn't even vote on the Homecoming bill because Sen. Rudy
Martine~ walked out and left the Senate one member Short of quorum.
We know we've said it more often than meter maids write parking
tickets, but the Senate is a circus because the Senators view their
election victories as a sign that they are free to do whatever they want
and forget all aboutthe students who elected them.
The National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws
INORML) appropriation bill was-on the agenda for I;Jst Wednesday
night's meeting. NORML wants a Senate appropriation to advertise its
efforts to get signatures on petitions asking for a city-wide referendum
vote on marijuana decriminalization. The senators never got to discuss
this important bill because of the nonsense debate over the Home··
coming bill and Martinez's subsequent walkout.
·.
Granted, a c;lecision must be made on the Homecoming bill. But·
should it be made at the expense of the NORML people?
MOST STUDENTS would probably like to see a referendum vote on
'the marijuana issue and the senators could be responsive to students by
aiding NORM Lin its efforts. But do they? Not on your life.
Certain senators and student court officials have already deqided to
waste a feW hundred dollars of student fees on a superfluous election
for two Senate seats Wednesday that could have easily waited two
months until the regular election. But since we're already having the
regular election, the Senate could have put the NORML question on the
ballot to get student input on the issue. But did they do that? Not on
your life.
. ..
The Senate could have asked for a qu!lstlon on Wednesday's ballot
asking students wha1 were the most feasible solutions to the parking
problem. Did they even try that? Not on your life.
·
MANY GOOD PEOPLE have resigned from the Senate because
they intended to be responsive to students' needs, but found the
structure and political balance of the Senate does not allow for such
frivolous ideas as being responsive to the student body. The Senate is a
place where many good ideas are either shoved out or wate~ed down so
much they lose their original intent.
Unless the S!lnate takes a good close look at itself and changes for
the better, we can expe?t more disillusioned senators to quit.

McDonald Offside
ONM Athletic Director Lavon McDonald is a little confused about
what it takes to fill the UN M football stadium.
McDonald proposed changing the starting time of Lobo home football games from the present 7:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Saturdays.
McDonald proposed the switch, stating it would be more convenient
for fans and comfortable weather-wise. He also added that Texas A &
M had made a similar experiment and record-breaking attendance
figures had resulted.
WE BELIEVE in calling a spade a spade. McDonald. wants more
peopie in the football stadium so the University athletic dept. will get
more money. There's nothing wrong with that. Realists will admit that
the purposeof college football today is to make money. .
But monkeying around with the starting times of the games is not the
answer to filling the stadium. A winning team is.
McDonald conveniently forgot to mention the difference between
Texas A & M and UNM. That is that the Aggies had a winning season
last year. The Lobos were sadly lacking in that department last year.
If UNM were still in the conference title race for each of its home
games, the stadium would see crowds of 25,00 for each game.
LET'S LOOK AT last year. The attendance at each home game
shrunk as the Lobos' extended their six-game losing streak. Attendance
was highest at the first home game of the season (28,501) when the
lobos came home from El Paso after a win. And it was at its lowest
point (15, 121) at the last home game of the season when the Lobos
ended their losing streak.
McDonald said 4:30 games would leave the evening free for entertainment, but he doesn't realize that Lobo football is THE entertainment
for may people in the fall.
We don't care if they start the game at7:30 a.m. If the Lobos had a
winning team, the football stadium would be filled to capacity every
Saturday.
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To ·Visit Campus

Action Questioned

F tom the LOB OStaff

Editor:
With reference to your Sept. 13
article, "Demos Brochure Bogus,"
Mark Fleisher states that "Demos
was a master's candidate in the
public administration program at
UNM" for two years. We have no

.

record of Paul Demos ever having
been a student in the Public. Ad·
ministration Division.

Students perform the service but a dentist diagnosis
the X-rays and advises the patient. The dentist is
always present in the clinic, Sharp said.
Clinic hours are on Tue&.day: 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Thursday from to 5p.m. Students are seen by
appointment only.
Dental programs is southwest of Bandelier East.
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by Deborah Minn.otte

No Demos Record
.

Limited dental service is available to students at the
dental-programs department.
The service, which costs $8, includes teeth-cleaning,
X-rays, nuoride treatment arid patient ac;lvisement.
Julie Sharp, director of dental programs, said the $8
fee is much cheaper than what the same service would
cost at a private deptist's office.
'

Ken & Koren

DOONESBURY

As the brouhaha over the withdrawal period continues, I am
becoming increasingly distressed that I have not heard anyone answer,
let alone ask, the question of just how pervasive the withdrawal
"problem" is in total, or how the withdrawal rate progresses during the
semester. What proportion of the students who are left after the two
week drop-add period withdraw after four weeks of class, six weeks,
etc. 7 If this rate is fairly low, it would seem to be more intelligent to
assume that the small percentage who do withdraw have a good reason
for doing so. This assumption would allow the faculty to return their full
attention to the teaching that they are paid, by students, parents, and
other taxpayers, to do.
It seems rather imprudent-no, vindictive-to change a policy which
may currently benefit oniy a few students. I suspect that the majority of
those wh'9 withd~w from classes late in the semester do so only with
serious and compelling reasons. Can anyone demonstrate that this is
nonhe case?
But' perhaps the most important question is, why, in fact, should
there be any specified period within which to withdraw from a course?
Proponents of a shortened peridd seem to assume that the longer the
withdrawal period, the lower the quality of education. There is absolutely no evidence to support that assumption, and certainly none to
confirm it.
AS A VERY serious student, I have never felt that the amount I
learned had anything to do with how long my classmates stuck around.
On the other hand, forcing students to remain enrolled when they
would not otherwise be there could easily have all kinds of deleterious
effects upon learning.
_
One can only speculate upon the reasons why some members of the
faculty have chosen to drag their colleagues into an issue that might
more properly be considered an administrative matter. One conjecture
· leads to the issue qf grading policies being "pushed" by the A&S
dean's· office. If large number of sutdents who would receive poor
grades withdraw, how is the professor to explain the "dent in the bell" ,
to Dena Wollman? Of course, keeping all the poor students enrolled
could also produce a different kind of gra'de inflation. With too many
D's and F's the bell is dented on the opposite side and all grades must
be adjusted upward to repair its symmetry. Again, if, only a few
students are actually involved, the whole issue becomes a silly exercise.
There is, of course, another possibility, Dowling and those who .agree
with him may be as lazv. as they accuse the 12-week dropouts of being.
The instructors in this group may not care to "waste" their time on
students who will not be around at the end of 16 weeks, and the
students who agree with them, Ms. Nancy Drew Taylor among them,
may be looking to the trapped D and F students to make unremarkable
academic performances appear..noteworthy.
TO DEMAND that students be as committed to a subject as the
professor is, by the end of two weeks, is unrealistic. To threaten that
this must be the case before an intellectually serious environment can ·
prevail is ludicrous. Students are in the process of "trying on" career
choices, goals, life-styles and commitments. Professors, on the other
hatid, have made their choices and are being paid to be serious about
them. If they find this impossible, perhaps it is they wh6 should withdraw.
If there is to be a policy change, I would hope that the' provost's
office would have something to say about its implementation, and that
they, or somebody, will have the good sense to make their decision
based upon facts. Whatever the final policy, it should include a
provision for withdrawals requested for valid reasons, regardless of
when in the semester they occur.

questions as a group for 20
minutes. This format will be
repeated for the remaining five city
council candidates.
The four mayoral candidates will
also each be allowed a five-minute
speech, and then field questions as
a group for 30 minutes, Dunphy
said.
·
Dunphy also said ·the sequence of
speakers in each group would be
determined by pulling the candidates' names out of a hat .
University President William
D;~vis has also been invited to
speak, Dunpny said.
Candidates Day is being held on
the mall, rather than,in the New
Mexico 'Union as in t'he past, she
said, in order to encourage "more·
student interaction'' with th
candidates.
e
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a Krunch

onus!
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Right now at Arthur Treacher:S. the Krunch is on the house. You con dig
into a free order of Fish & Chips just for buying two orders. And enjoy all
the crispness of the original Fish & Chips, made from our secret recipe.
So g rob two of your favorite foil~ ond come find out what the Krunch is
oil about-on us!
Cl1976 Arth\lrTrll'O<her t ·'tsh .t Cl-ups

"You 1
Betcha"

~-----------------------~------,
Buy two orders of Arthur Treacher's original :

:

1

1
II
I~~ HIS Fa<eKNauteOGe
Iii
or me SCANMt- t114Y
wRN OIJT w 700 ·
L/M/$0 ~IllS 7ES71MONY 7lJ 8e OF ANY
R!31/L USt3 W US.

FISh & Cbigs and get one FREE!

Presentthis coupon ot any porticipoting Arthur Treacher's Fish & Chips and
get one order of Fish & Chips free with the purchase of two orders.
Offer expires

w~IIL,;i :a ....,..... leo

Restauran

1415 Central NE
~-~~c>w

serving breakfast· 9am to 11a11t1:

Just down the hill- west of University

242-0921
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Two shredded meat Tacos for 75c
(also contain lettuce, tomat~s, and cheese)
•

Regular price $1.00
coupon good 9-19-77 through 9-23-77

Get One Free With This Ad
Featuring Quality Food
and Spe:edy Service
8516 Centralio.arWyomlo"l255-6130
Home Of The Sack Lunch Special

by Garry Trudeau

BEAN BAG VILLAGE
Quality Bean Bag Furniture
couches-lounges-love seats-refillsdiscs-chairs-poofs in naughyde and
fabrics- one year guarantee

Discount on all bags
with this coupon
7401 Menaul Blvd. NE 299-1295

Leonard Stitelman
Director and Professor
Division of Public Administration
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dy's Westside Restaurant
American-Mexican Food
Live Band

·

831-8133
1517 Coors Rd. NW

FREE BEER

Buy One Steak Dinner

(under new managment

Happy Hour·
Mon-Thurs. ·
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Lounge

Get A FRE~
pitcher of BEER

Lounge

10:30-2:00p.m.

Restaurant ,

&:oo -1o:oo p.m.

"'""g.

Student
Book
Stote

(Hot Dog Steamed in Beer)

2·for 99c

'

.

2122 Central SE

on any purchase of J2.00 or
more from .our me.z.zanlne.
Offer expires Sept. 23, 1977
Please bring coupon

243-1777

(o.cross from the Joumo.lism Buildi

YOGURT 30c

Mini Chef Salad 99c
Cheese, Tuna or Egg salad
on a bed of lettuce, tomatoes and
dressing of
choice

regular 40c save 10c
with coupon· only • expires 9/25/77

Brings you the BEST
for 99c

.

~-tli.
t .,
diff

and a coupon

eren

Buy 1 Sundae
get 2nd one
same size

Coupon ••plre•

FREE

Sept. 22, 1977

3 (:hili Cheese Dogs $1.09

Bowl of Minestrone Soup

With Salad
99c

(one coupon per customer please)

Coupon expires Sept. 25, 1977

Good only at
4201 Central Ave., NE

~~'))~mw~',)aa'l;})j1)1~)W~)1)!)~1)lQlJiOW01U•))))1J!Jl)1))))~1">J1)Yjl)1J1)1)1:Jl~

- Cream Cheese

!i-~~;alad

""

99c

j

~

,;(Vege;tarian Special) ~

Vegetarian Cheese
.
~
Iric!udes Garnish, Onions & Dressing

'

Frozen Yogurt

there's always

Mini Sub

\0

10%

You heard about our Mini Sub- ..
Now try our Vegetarian

'

-........

\0

Super Lunehes

Frank In Stein

SUBS

·-

With 1.'he Purchase Of One Of On••

(One Coupon per C1.1stomer 21 and up pleaser

Alii-AN

"....

(Or Wine).
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Mon.-Thurs. 10-10 Fri-Sat 10-12
Sunday 10:30-6p.m.

Egg Plant Dinner $1.95 MWF & Sat.
Spaghetti w /Meatballs $1.50
T., Th., Sat. & Sun.
Garlic Bread 25c ea., Salad SOc ea.
Extra Meatballs 30c ea.
~o
necess

~-

C

Buy any one sandwich and get
the second. of equal val~e for lc
(exclud.mg Crown, Inflation,
Health Spa, a.nd Po.sh)
.·
Expires Sept 20; 1977
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Coupon Valid 2pm-closing

§!

2206 Central SE
255-3696
•

Coup.ons good Sept. 19-25
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· Good at Winrock and Uni11ersity Locatit;~ns

Still All You Can. Ea
GENERAL
Specializing in repfncef!!enf part1
For Toyofo, Dof1un, Por1che g ·I'W

PARTs·
Complete Volkswagen
Machine Shop

293S Monta Vi9ta NE-265.:.3681

10%

•

Oigcounf Wffh

This Cou/lon
p,q.
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Rebirth for Young
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''American stars 'n bars"/Neil
Young/WB MSK-1161

'iii
By GEORGE GESNER '
try-Meyrshall Tucl(er Band-is the band, said they started the band
I asked Paul if he still apq
The drumming force behind one Paul Riddle.
.
in
the
members'
hometown
of
preciated
the label of a "southern
8
"R of the biggest bands in the counRiddle, the youngest member in_ Spartanburg, S.C. where everyone rock band." Riddle said, ''Five

~

was born, .raised and schooled.
''We .went way back, playing off
and on in different bands. We got
our band together when I was still
in high school. Tommy (Caldwell)
had just gotten out of the service
and we'd been practicing for
months, and we finally had a gig
come up where we played·our own
songs," Riddle said.
The drummer related the story of
how the name of . the band just
happened. to be Marshall Tucker.

:;:

z

lntetVIew

OPTICAL
Ophthal~ic

-

r

Paul Riddle

Optician

One Day Service Possible

Quality Eyewear
1410-A Wyoming Blvd. NE

"I found a little tag on the floor at
this place we used to practice in that
had Marshall Tucker written on it
and we just started calling the band
that and then it turned out the place
used to belong to this old blind cat
in our hometown named Marshall
Tucker, and the ·story really got
blown out of hand. Actually we
didn't know it was his place when
we found the little tag."

(Wyoming and Constitution)

years ago it was cool. There was ·
only talk of us and the Allman
Bros. Band, and the label of
southern music and things was nice,
it really was-because there were a
lot of players who were finally
getting a chance after all these
years. But it's just like everything
else; it's gotten run into the ground
and doesn't make a bit of sense
anymore. Yau can take us and
Lynyrd Skynyrd, supposedly two
southern ban<;ls but totally dif- .
ferent. They're more of a hard rock
band. We have a lot of jazz influence, blues, rock and country.
"Jazz is really coming back,"
Riddle said. "All the jazz players
are all finally getting a chance to
\llake a living at it. I cut my teeth
playing jazz and swing. I never even
listened to rock records until was
Paul Riddle
17. 1 ate, slept and drinked jazz
when I was growing. I was real
technical; if I couldn't write it down things we heard when the Allman
on paper, I didn't want to play it. Bros. split up was 'how does it feel
But I'm glad I came up learning now to be stepping in their place.'
that way. A lot of young players To me that is totally opposite to
don't learn that anvmore."
what music is all about. You're
I asked Riddle if he ihought the talking about fQotball games, it's
band was lucky to be at the right making it a competition and music
place and right time with the so- isn't that way at all and our band
called "southern-rock trend." He has never thought it that way. The
said, "With our band we didn't timing was good when we came
think about it. One of the first out."

Late Diva Respected

Phone: 296-6757

·PIPE
&

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30to5:30
Sat.lO:OOto 1:00

TOBACCO
ROAD

Faculty • Staff • Student Discounts

Open
Frl & Sat
!11111 pm
107 8 CORNELL SE
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Art and Drafting Supplies

NEW YORK (UPI)-Friends and colleagues of opera star Maria Callas
Friday paid tribute to her artistry.
In New York, Sir Rudolf Bing, who served a5 general director of the
Metropolitan opera, said, '!I was privileged to bring her to the Met and I
!lm proud of that. She was a difficult artist as many are, but she was one of
the greatest artists of her time. We will not see her Jike again.
Francis Robinson, tour director of the Met for 30 years, recalled, "I met
her at the plane when she arrived for her debut with us in 1956. She performed Norma. Her last performance with the Met was March 25, 1965,
where she played Tasca. She was with us in two seasons, 1957-58 and then
again in 1965.
"She could be difficult, she never bored you. She was wonderfully alive
and fascinating."
John Tully, general manager of London's Covent Garden Royal Opera
House said, "We have lost one of the truly great artists of our time. She
had become a legendary figure, possessing all the attributes of a great diva.
"Her impact was inestimable, because she understood in the most
profound way the relationship with music and drama," Tully said. "The
world will be a poorer place without her."
Lord Harewood, cousin of Queen Elizabeth and director of English ·
National Opera said, "I first heardMaria Callas in 1947 and I have never
heard anyone since to compare with her, either in real life or on records.
No one else went so deeply into a role .. No one else was so exacting of
herself, her colleagues and her managements."

ATTENTION SOPHOMORES!

ANavy Or Marine
Corps Commission
in Just Two Years!

By GEOQGEGESNER
Neil Young has been born again
after a long rest after the Harvest.
Although the album isn't a total
recovery, it is an accomplishment to
be ·noted. This project was. an
important one for Neil, considering

Stat Disco
'

"Stars Wars and Other Galactic
·, ·
Funk "/Meco/Casablanca
By GEORGE GESNER ·
Meco Monardo has picked up on
the biggest thing in 1977, the Star
Wars movie/soundtrack and
discofies it.
Side one is devoted to John
William~s soundtrack composition
and it is that side that saves the
album. The flip side is another
story. Three pieces called "Other",
"Galactic" and ''Funk" deserve to
be forgotten.
Best number: ."Star Wars." C
minus.·

Dramatics
"Shake It Well"!The Dramatic·
s/ABC AB-1010
.
By JANE QUESNEL ·
Their publicity has labelled the
Dramatics as the new Temptations.
I wouldn't go that far; but they are
an extremely tight and . versatile
group, composed of five equally
· important singers, rather .than the
usual lead and group backup.
Reco"mmended cuts include
"You Make the Music," "Shake It
Well," and "Music is Forever."

EmetQid Isle's Horslips Sparkle

he passed up the chance to join. The Book of Invasions--A Celtic newcomers in the business, glide
Crosby, Stills and Nash, leaving · Sympfz on.y/ Horslips I DJM into the "Power and the Glory," a
history a chance to be repeated if DJLPA-10
powerful and glorious tune bent a
Young decides to join the trio.
.
BY GEORGE GESNER
little towards the comm"ercial side.
The story of this album is
This top-flight Irish band "The Rocks Remain" is laden with
Young's guitar. He'll just blow you doesn't deserve to be obscure.
echo instrumentals including a nice
.From the opening fanfare to the jig performed by violinist Charles
away with one of the best jams this
·
,
closing moments of this conce.pt O'Connor, which .sets up "Sword
Year c0 ur t esy o f. "H urncane.
With his old group Crazy Horse album three brilliant movements of Light, " a penetrating, guitar- .
. doing -some of the backup and unfold.
dominated piece .. The movemen1
Linda Ronstadt and Emmylou . The first movement is a geantrai ends as it begins.
Harris offering vocal assistance, Ooyous strain) .called Whim Gods · The second side embarks with the
Young ·is moving in . the right Walked the Earth. Starting like a second movement--the goltrai
medieval ceremony, sweeping (lamenting strain) called The
direction.
Best . cuts are "Hold Back the guitar lines break through to in~ Pursuit of Diarmaid and Grainne
Tears," "Bite the Bullet," "Will to traduce "Trouble (With a Capital which starts with the designated
Love" and "Hurricane." B.
T)" a hard rocker'accentuated by single--" The Warm Sweet Breath
, the flute of Jim Lockhart ..
of Love." The vocals are delicate
Horslips,
by
no
means

PPL Take the Stage
"Live!-Takin.' the Stage"!P'ure
Prairie League/RCA CPJl-1404
.
ROBERT SPIEGEL
Why is it now that almost all
live album~ are double record sets?
Pure
Prairie
League's
"Live.,-Takin' the Stage" would.
make · a. good, perhaps even
beautiful, single album, but on two
records they show off too many of
their shortcomings.
The strongest material on this
album is their own songs. Of the
five norr-originals here, only
"Kansas'City Southern" stands up.
The others could have been done
just as adequately by a number of
local Albuquerque bar bands. Pure
Prairie League also includes
"Arnie" here, their first big attention getter. But this is Craig
Fuller's song, and he left the group
years ago. All of the song's attraction was in Fuller's charmingly

simple vocal. Without Fuller the
song sounds like a mockery.
However, there is one very strong
single album here spread out over
these two discs. "Out in the Street"
and "Su.n Shone Lightly" are
superb. "Kentucky Moonshine"
·has a light, funky bounciness I
haven't heard since the Lovin'
Spoonful broke up. "Fade Away"
and "Two Lane Highway" are
much fuller, more spirited than the
studio takes. This is a very
frustrating album. r hope the
double-album syndrome fades
before too many good groups fall
to its traps.

Count S~sie

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.
(UPI)-Jazz great Count Basic will
receive an award of distinction
from the National Association of
Sickle Cell Disease during a dinner
Wednesday Sept. 21.
Basie will be honored for his
By ROBERT SPffiG,EL
those huge antique pianos that "philanthropic and humanitarian
works" as well as for his conThough it was the first weekend sounded real good."
tributions to American music.
night of the State Fair, Frank
With the help of a band that
Chewiwie drew a good crowd at the
included
trumpet, sax, percussion,
Subway Station last Friday night.
and drums, Chewiwie
congas,
bass
Playing the ·jazz-flavored salsa
music he's played for years, laid down some fine piano over the
Chewiwie kept the people moving strong multiple rhythms. If you
though he was plagued by early missed Frank Chewiwie last Friday,
you can catch him and his evertechnical difficulties.
changing
band .at the Roadway fnn
A rented P.A. system kept giving
Sunday
nights.
on
off low . feedback which was extremely irritable, especially since
the music was so good. Finally the
band abandoned the faulty system
and played undisturbed until a
smaller P .A. was set up.

.

Salsa at the Station

Chewiwie ·said he was used to
problems such as this and he
doesn't let them interfere with the
music. He said there were many
times when band members didn't
show up, and one time when he
arrived in Santa Fe to play and
there was no piano for him. "The
band played anyway," he said,
"and later they came up with one of
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enough io reflect a. haunting ~
3::
('1)
sadness with be(lutiful results.

,.,IS.

"'Fantasia" features a rolling 0
t::l
bass. line and melodic guitar work s
..
The instrumentai is flavored with a .:;violin background.
t"""

g.

The third movement--suantrai 9
(sleep strain), called The Living <ll
('1)
End includes an acoQ.stlc drinking ~
('1)
song in "Drive the Cold Away"
and a devilish rock ballad in "Ride ('1)
...
to Hell!'

g.
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Horslips goes to show you that
Guinness Stout isn't the only good
thing to come out of Ireland. A
plus.
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STATE FAIR SPECIAL

BILL'S HAIR DESIGN
roudly announces the addition' of thre
·
designers to his Staff:
Chuck Perno
$10.00
Alan Stephens $10.00
Joe Lawrence Gonzales .
These three designers are offering a shampoo, condition, cut and
style now thru Septell]ber 24, 1977, for only $10.00.
Now is·your chance - all three of these designers are Markham
Certified and experienced In European Techniques.
We will accept walk·ins, but for your convenience call and
mak!l an appointment.
For Appointments Call:

881-1181

5107 Menan! N.E.
Corner of San Mateo & Menaul

'
1

Covered
Wll""ago.n .
Makers of Hand Made

Indian JeWelry
OLDTOWN

upon presentation of current student I. D .

,,

~

COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES I LETRASET I FORMA TT I CHARTPAI<
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES I PICTURE FRAMING
2510 CENTRAL AVENUE, S.E. ALBUOUEAOUE, N.M. 87101, 2e5-3733
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM

.

. ~:,.
··~

,.
i

.,"ci ·
f·

Travel, adventure & career opp01'tuni·ties
• Heceive $100/month tax free during Junior and
Senior years
.
• Free Naval Science Textbooks and Uniforms
• Go to Newport, Rhode Islandnextsummer for six
weeks training (expenses plus salary paid by the
Navy)
,
For details please stop at the Naval Science Building
on the UNM campus
APPLICATIOl';J DEADLINE

April7, 1918

720YaleNE
277~3744 or 277-3745

An outstanding performance .
Buy your tickets today.

Tickets available at
all Ticketmaster locations
and the SUB box office

come to Ned's.

Some places get to be famou.'i just because it's fun to· be there. South Station is one.
Ned's is another. People have known _about Ned's for years, Famous for sandwiches,
good bands, super drinks, reasonable prices. Ned's has an inside lull of cozy ,booths,
and now an outside patio with cool shade, hanging plants and a fountanl. And
there's Wednesday night at Ned's, And Friday afternoon, too.
·
Ned's is a good time. All the time. There's something for everyone. Something for
·
you. There's no plac<!,like Ned's!

+200 Central S.E.
255-0+62

.
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The new S-F blockbuster
by the author of
the DUNE Trilogy
T

old as only the bestselling author of the
DUNE TRILOGY could tell
it- the riveting tale of a
race of people imprisoned for centuries on an
allen planet, and of the
terrifying results when
humans are used for experimentation without
their. informed consent.
"Certain to challenge
and fascinate fans
. . . beyond the-..£Y!(ace
thrills and excitement."
-Publishers Weekly
A BERKLEY/PUTNAM BOOK
Just Published I $8.95
at all bookstores

G.P. PUTNAM'S SONS

USE IT!
•

'I

I

'

Peace Corps

On Campus

& Vista

Oct. 5-7

Sign Up
Now

For Your
Interview

Mesa Vista Hall & Law School Bldg.
(Oct. 5 only)
INFORMATION BOOTH: Student Union

"Raiders Explode in Second Half

Frosh Win Opener

by ED JOHNSON
Rik Moore also lost a football! terbacks who passed sparingly
LOBO Sports 'Yriter. ·
on UNM's own 30-yard line.
while running an option-oriented
The Wolf-pup football team took
Manuel Pacheco managed to offense Which at times puzzleq the
some big steps Saturday night pick up a fumble made by a Raider UNM defense. '
toward earning their Lobo fans as on the UNM 14-yard line.
Fort Lewis grabbed the first score
they whipped the Fort Lewis
Smith said the inexperience and
as
their quarterback ran the ball in
College Varsity 19-9.
the first
game jitters caused
six yards out. The extra point
from
The controlled serimmage, which "fumble-itis."
attempt
failed when the ball struck
did away with the kick offs and
"Hobbs' Donny Wilson, a
the
upright
and bounced back onto
punt returns, was "really a good defensive tackle, Bell, and.
the
field.
team effort," said Reese Smith, defensive back Felix Kelson did
frosh coach.
"outstanding" jobs, Smith said .
Santiago's 12-yard run and
Rik Moore, who wears 'Mike
"Up front we had some fin"e Moore's 30 yarder set up a one-yard
Williams' number, looked a bit like blocking," Smith said.
run by Wright to tie the score at six.
last year's WAC's leading rusher at
A 6-7, 315 pound, Frank Giddens The extra point failed.
•
times with several hard-riosed runs. and a 6-6, 215 pound, Bob. Ydens
No official stats were kept on the were two of the men Smith was
After the Raiders tacked on a 44game.
talking about.
yard field goal, Wright hit paydirt
Moore had runs of 30, 25, and 12
Giddens and Ydens also played a after traveling three yards. The
yards during the evening.
little on the other side of the line as Wolf-pup drive again was lead by
All but seven of the games 28 defensive tackles and didn't look Moore and Santiago. The atpoints were scored in the third bad there.
tempted two point conversion
quarter,
Fort Lewis used three quar- failed.
Aibuqerque's James Bell lived up
to expectations with several good
defensive plays in the defensive
backfield as well as a recovery of
the football in the end zone in the
fourth quarter.
"It felt great," a happy Bell said .
The three weeks of work paid off
just the way we wanted it
Quarterback Brad Wright has
been labeled as the quarterback of
UNM's future by head coach Bill
Mandt. Wright played some of the
second half with a· busted nose,
Smith said.
The young Lobes had some
problems hanging on to the
football.
Wright completed a pass to Carl
Foster for 35 yards and then an
unnecessary roughness penalty was
called, JNhich brought the ball to the
Raider 20. Wright then fumbled the
ball away.
Wright, later in the same second
quarter, completed a pass to Jimmy
Sayers for 38 yards. Runningback
'Over my dead body!'
Mike Santiago then fumbled it and
Ft. Lewis recovered.
·

~Pokes
Defending Western Athletic
C:onference co-champs Wyoming
ptcked up their first win of the year

Win:

~cats

Fall

with a 27-17 conference win over touch down run with the two point
Texas-El Paso.
conversion failing.
Future WAC member San Diego
San Diego ::itate won the game
State whipped outgoing WAC
with
24 seconds left when Joe Davis
member Arizona 21-14 at Tuscon.
completed
a touchdown pass to
The Cowboys, coming off a
Smith.
Ronnie
scoreless tie with Air Force last
week, jumped off to a 11-0 lead at
Arizona found themselves behind
the half.
14-0
in the third quarter when
Wyoming backs, Myron HarWildcat
Quarterback, Marc
deman and Latrail Jones, led the
·Lunsford
lead
two &ives to tie up
offensive attack with TD runs of 64
the
score.
and 43 yards, respectively.
UTEP split end Bubba Garcia
ln other action Colorado State
grabbed a 72 yard pass from Mike survived the island trip and beat
McCall for the first Miner score of Hawaii 20-16.
the game in the third quarter to
make the score 11-7.
Utah was blitzed by the powerful
Jones, then made his 43-yard Sooners of Oklahoma 62-24·.

Halftime Talk Does it for TSch
By PETER MADRID
Three of Tech's second half 35
LOBO Sports Editor
touchdowns came within a span of
What Texas Tech head football five minutes. Turnovers played a
coach Steve Sloan and what UNM crucial role in the blitzed second
head football coach Bill Mandt told half for the Lobos.
their players at halftime, Saturday
The Lobos came out of the locker
night in Lubbock Tex. must have ··room in the first half prepared (o
been two totally different things.
play football as the 'Pack and the
The score, tied 14-14 at half time, ' 'Raiders each scored two first half
ended up 49-14 with the Red Raiders touchdowns.
scoring 35 unanswered points on
Aided by two 15-yard facemask
the Lobo defense in the second penalties on the Red Raiders, the
half.
Lobos took the opening kickoff·
The Lobo defense, which was !lnd drove 80 yards in five plays,
scored upon twice in the fourth cons11ming ):41 for the first score of
quarter by· Hawaii one weekend . the game.
·
ago, failed to contain the running
Junior fullback Mike Williams
and passing game of quarterback carried on the first play for seven
Rodney Allison.
yards and the. first IS-yard infraction against host Tech put the
pigskin on the UNM 42.
On the .next play, Te_ch was guilty
of their second facemasking
penalty.
Mazzone then hit Keith Ellis with
a 17-yard pass to Tech 23. The Lobo
signal caller then kept the ball for 10
more yards and on the next play
found tight encl Chris Combs alone
in the end zone. Jim Haynes tacked
on the conversion.
The Red Raiders then came back

WHAT
YOU KNOW"

~~TRUST

"Just learning about
something isn't really
enough. You have to trust
yourself to use the knowledge. That's having
confidence. How else could
I do something as com·
plicated as this?"
And if you haven't used
tampons yet, knowing more
, about Tampaxtampang'c
protection can give you
another kind of confidence.
That's why you'll lind instruc·
!,ions and answers to the
questions young women ask
most often in every package.
Tampax tampons. The
more you know about them,
the more you tiust them.

LOBO STATS
Texas Tech 49, New Mexico If
New Mexico
14 0 0 0-14
TeusTcch
·
7 7 2114-49

NM - Combs

t3 oass from Mazzone

!Haynes kick); Tech- Julian 34 run (Ad·
ams kick); NM - Combs 32 pass f!"OIIl
Mazzone (Haynes kick); Tech - Taylof 6
run (Adams kick); Ted> - Allison 16 run
!Adams kick); Te<h- S, W~liams 49 pass
from Allison !Adams kick); Ted>- Tay·
lor 5 run (Adams kick); Tech - Bailey 1
run (Adams kick); Tech - Monaco 1 run
(Adams kick),
45.208
UNM
Tech
FirAst downs
18
26
Rus~es-yards
43-117 61-:365
Passmg yards
124
122
Return yards
11
B
Passes
19-8-0 11·11-1
Punts
5-38
• 4-36
FIDnbles·lost
4·3
2-1
Penalties·yards
3-15
5-87
INDMDUAL LEADEI!S
, RUSI!ING: New Mexioo - Mike Wil·

Jmms

28-101~

Noel Mazzone UO Texas

Tech- Bmy Taylor 10.73. RQd.;,y Alll·
BOn 13·58, Mark JUlian lo-55.
PASSING: New Mexico - Mazzone S.
10.10, 83 yards, 2 TPS; C.J.Jones W{), 41
yards. Texas Tech - Allison 7·10.1, 108
yards,! TP· Tres Admi 1·1.0,14 yards.
RECEIVING: New Mexico- Chris
C<lmbs J.69. Texas Ted> - Sonny Wil·

Fern Fresh~nan

Debuts in Meet

By ED Jolmson
LOBO Sports Writer
UNM '5 only female Olympian has been dropped from the cross country
team, but Saturday during a dual meet, a freshman from Cibola High
School made her Lobo debut and picked up a little of the inadequacy.
Two-time Olympian Tecla Chemabawi failed to show up for training as
well as the fi];St meet of the season.
Assistant coach Tony Sandoval said that if and when she does show up,
she will be told of her status.
Frosh Janet Wroblewski took charge for the Lobes with her20:04 threemile run and placed third.
Tlie'Lobo'soppone.nts, the University of Northern Colorado (UNC),
picked up the first two places.
•
UNC's Linda Carlson ran a 19:43 winning time over the hilly course.
Junior Susie Vigil, who finished fifth, said she needed "more work."
Virginia Middleton apparently has overcome her knee problems which
forced her to red-shirt last year, as she captured fourth place with a time of
20:27.
With last year's top runner, Karen Cramond, having transferred and the
loss of Chemabawi, the leadership now falls.into the hands of Vigil.
Vigil said "I don't think it will put any extra pressure on me."
Vigil's fifth place time was 20:58.
Wroblewski, originally from Wisconsin said "That first lap felt real
geod."
Frosh Patty Kaufman, who came from Wisconsin as well, took seventh
with a clocking of 22:12.
·
"I've never run three miles," Kaufman said. "The aititude is different
from Wisconsin, but that's an excuse, [guess."
UNC, which has not started school yet, could not field a full team, so no
team score was kept.
Middleton said she felt·"stronger," but added, "That second lap, it was
a killer."

drove in for a score.
With the Lobos on the Tech 31
and Mazzone facing a third and
nine situation, the Lobo quarterback again found tight end
Combs open and hit the Lobo
receiver for a 31-yard scoring play.
Haynes again converted and the
Lobos took the lead for the last
time 14-7.
The score remained 14-7 until the
final minute of the first half when
Tech marched 80 yards in nine

plays to set Up their next score.
Billy Taylor capped the Tech
drive with 59 seconds left to go
before intermission taking the ball
in fr.om six yards out.
In the' second half, UNM
fumbled twice deep in their own C/J
terntory and Tech took advantMe ~
of the Lobo miscues and scored.
~
The Red Raiders added three "..,
touchdowns in the the third stanza .,;;;
and two in the fourth to bring the _
finaltally to 49-14.
· ~
_,

.

ORCA

The ·Office of Reseo.rch
o.nd Consumer Affo.irs of
ASUNm invites ,you to co.ll
or drop b,y with o.n,y con-·
sumer problems, lo.ndlordteno.nt problems, complo.ints, bitches, gripes,
heo.do.ches, or heo.rtbreo.ks. For help or more
informo.tion conto.C:t ORCA,
Room 251 in the SUB. 277-

2336

-··
-

Sept. 21 10:30
On The Mall

Thefuctsof
th~matter.

The internal protection more women trust

FREE

to tie the score four minutes later
with Allison taking the team 78
yards in seven plays with Mark
Julian taking the ball in on a 32yard off-tackle play.
The Lobos again wasted no time
in regaining the lead, and aided by,
another maior penalty, holding,

AIR FORCE ROTC

Ten Feet
In The Air

FREE

--

TAMPAX®

Wfth- something as Important as
your future being discussed, It's
very urgent that you get and un·
derstand all the facts. Air Force
ROTC can be an Important part of
your future, and we'd like to take
this opportunily to outline some
of the main facts of lha! matter
and lnvile you to look further Into
the subject.
The U.S. Air Force need·$ highly
qualified dedicated officers. Both
men and women, and we need
people In all kinds of educational
disciplines. Air Force ROTC offers 4-year, 3-year and 2-year
scholarships with $100 monthly
tax~frea allowance, and contrary
to what sOme people think, there
Is no military obligation during the
first two years of the Air Force
ROTC.
Upon college graduation you'll
receive a commission In the U.S.·
Air Force ahd the opportunity lo
compete for a challenging jab
with advanced educallonal oppailunllles.
let's get together and discuss Air
Force ROTC further; We'll give
you ail the facts and clear up the
fictions. It could be one of the
mast" important talks you've ever
. had wllh anyone.
Conlaci: De[lt, of Acrosplu;:c Studies
iOOl I..as Lomas:, N,n.. 277•..230

BOY
FAMILY RESTAURANTS
BIG BOY
COMBO
Complota With·
Salad and Fries

HOT

FUDGE
.CAKE
51.15 Central NE • 1528 Eubank NE
2100 Menaul NE • 6613 4th St. NW
552 Coronado Center NE
'

.

OFFER EXPIRES 9/30/77

"Air Force ROTC

..
..

RQ~e-s: 15c pef

Clnssifieds
PERSONALS
,.Q PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION l.D. photos, Lowest
•@
prices in tpwn. Fast, pleasing, Call 265-2444 or
Q
come to 1717 Glrarp NE. 9/30
ACCURATE ·INFORMATION MlOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion, Right to Choose,
294·0!71. 12/3
Stop In for n relaxing drink after ·class or work-at
'NED'S! 9/19 .
..
.
MARY: This is crazy-it's been over a week and we
still hnVe!l't seen each other, Maybe ar Eggplant
Parmigiana Hero at Carrara's will entice you.
NICK 9/19
HOMECOMING? October 15th is almo~t
here. 9/19
SUPPORT CREW MEMBER fllr National Geographic Expedition ne.eded, S~art O~t.l. Call Tony
at 344·90 11, 9/23
PATINO EXCHANGE, Three different dates,
$10.00. For information and confidential application, send $1.00 (rerundable) to Dallnll Exchange,
Qox 173, 6200 Indian School Rd. NB, Albuquerque, N.M. 871 JO. 9/23
i

',t

2.

LOST AND FOUND

FINO YOURSELF in the Pence Corps. Ortega 233.
277·5907. fs.
LOST 9/14, HEWLETT PACKARD 67 calculator,
Reward will be given for Its return, Contact Marron
Ball, Rm. 105. 9/21
LOST: Jlrov;n wallet, Stadium/Mason concert. 277·
2778, 9/19
•
FOUND Sept, 10; grey wltite tabby, 500 block
Girard. Call Dlair, 265-3094 or Pat, 2620597, 9/19

".

3.
•

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345-2125. lOllS
•
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare now.
Call PENM 842·5200. lfn
TYPING; M/\, English, on-campus. 296-8564, fs
TYPING, lst qualliy. 883·7787, I0/11
l
CLASSICAL GUITAR: LESSONS, Guitar pedagogy
major, 8 years experience. 255-1842 9/20
SERVE In the Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 2775907. fs
VOLVO REPAIR. Reasonable, good, guaranteed.
Call Mike, 247·9083 eves. 9/19
PAPERS TYPED on mmpus. 295-3138. 9/19
BIORHYTHM CHARTS: I year/SI.OO; Include
S.A.s.e., blrthdatc; P.O. Dox 26544, Albuquer·
que, N.M. 87125 9120
·NEED HELP WITH PAPERS? Revision, editing.
typing. 281·3001. 9/20
.RESERVED PARKll'liG SPACES forrentat Prlnc~·
ton ond Central, S.E. $10 )ler month, Call Vernon
Paucrson-255·6218. 9/29
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKS HOP and Photography
Gallery Is l;; block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service, 9119
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS. Segovia method,
beginners welcome. 266·9291. ?/19

i'

" ..,

wotd pet ~Qy,

9c pet wotd. pet dQy

HOUSING

FOR SALE

Owner transferred, Have to sell jlrand new Kirby Red
Classic Ill. Less than 2 months old, Jlewguarantee.
268-4393. 9/20
20 USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 to S60. 441
WyomingNE, 255·5987, 10/IS •
Singer sc:wing machines lcfl in layaway. Several
Singers, Whites, etc, Equipped to buttonhole and
zigzag, Balance of $19.77 and take machine. 2665871 9/20
Pioneer repossessed stereo, Complete stereo system,
· ·rul\-sized turntable, big speakers, big AM/FM
stereo tape player. Assume payments of $7,82 per
mo. 266-5872. 9/20
NEW Sony Trlnatron, unclaimed in layaway. Color
TV, brand new guarantee, no down payment. $7 .7S
per month till balance Is paid off. 268-4394. 9/20
SKATEBOARD SALE. Bennett's, Trackers, Simms,
0 & S, 2St.'o off complete boards: 150.'o orr parts,
Tennlshop, 2901 Indian School Road NE, 262·
1691. 9/20
GRETCII HOLLOWBODY GUITAR. Vintage, ror
only S2SO.OO. C'aU Victor, 255·8295. 9120
dONDA CR ELSINORE 12SM-MX, S3SO.OO. Call
Steve, 271-5285. 9/20

Feel Good

• • •

Unisex Styling For Head~
Come In and experience our Unisex Salon.
We can give you the man!lgab!lity you've
always wanted. II you have problem hair·
cqme see us. We'll be _happy to answer
your questions.

.

Termii.CGah In advGnce,
De Gel/In•: 12 O!>On for next dGy'a paper

MALI;! STUDilNT wants to share aparlment immediately, 842-8563. 9/19
UTILITIES PAID, Green yard, cleaner 1-bd., nicely
furnisheq, $135,00. ~~2-1751, Valley Rentals,
$30.00 fee. 9/19
$i20.00. 1-pd., UNM area, Air & plitlo. 262-1751,
Vall~y Rentals, $30,00 fee, 9/19
2 DDR. !-louse. Air conditioned, fenced for kids &
pet, $t6Q.oo; 262'1751, Valley RentRls. $30,01J
fee. 9/19
MINUTilS TO UNM. l·bd., bills included, $75.00.
No lease. 262-1751, V~lley · Rentals. $30.00
fee. 9/19
ALL DILLS PAID. $90.00, l·bd,, lots of class, 2621751, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fee, 9/19
EFPICIENCY FOR RllNT: Pumished I block from
university. $125,00/numth, utilities paid. Call2551676 9/20
CHARMING CARRIAGE HOUSE. Studio apart·
ment, private patio. Wood-burning stove, $159.00
winter, $149,00 summer; Including utilities. Down·
town urea. Phone 842-0233 after 6 p.m. 9/20
.2 BEDROOM APT. Unfurnished, $150.00 plus
utilities. 266-5179 3·6 p.m. 9/21
LOOK! NO for I woman to share 4 bdrm. house w/2
other women. Own bedrm., bath, study & fireplace, pool; large & comfortable, $117,00& Vi util.
2 mi, from U, 266·9415 eves. 9/21
ROOMMATE WANTED I!> share abover average
upt. in N.E. area. $85,00 monthly plus V. utilities,
292-2495. 9/23
FOR SA I.E: 12' x 65' mobile home; good condition,
Includes tic downs, profc.~sional sklrti11g, storage
shed. Sll-4350 after Sand weekends. 9/23

5.

minimum.

(no tefunds If CQnceled before 5 Insertions).

LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School Clinical Law
· Program offers legal services for students and starr.
Furnished by qualified law $tudcnts under f~cul!Y
supervision.· Mailability limited to those Whose
assets and Income do not exceed estab)lsf1eq guide·
lines. $2.00 registration· fee. 271-2913 or '277-3604
for lnformnt,lon and appoh1tments. 9/19

"4.

JJ

5 ot mote consecutive dQys,

mruron _liG/Itm, 105

BAUSCH /$< LOMD Binocular microscope, 5x and
lOx wide field eyepieces; lOx,- 43x and 93x, Oil
. objec!lvc lens, micro stage, light box with con•
·denser, excellent shape. $425,00, Wilson Camera,
3107 Central NE. 9/19
KAYAK. l,ike new. Unused w/splash cover &
Klepper paqdle. $225,00, 268-1714 evenings. 9/21
SIZE 9V. Vasque men's hiking boots. Used once,
$25,00.277-3919, 9/19
1967Y.W. DUO, 69,0()() mi. Looks good & runs great.
AM/FM S·track. $700,00. Dave, 883-8196. 9122
1970 MALIBU red convertible. All power. Bllat. 14
fl., 65 H.P. Mer~ury. Kawasaki· 500, 7,00 miles.
New engine, Call Ulibarri after 5, 256·3258, 9/22
1964 RAMBLER, $400,00. Y·B engine, runs good.
266-5389, 9/20
1969 PLYMOUTH station wagon. A sood car, only
$400.00. 277-3089, 9/22
197S AUSTIN MARINA, GT, AM/I'M radio, AIG,
4 new tires, 18,000 mi. Excelle!ll condition,·
$2800.00, 277-2631, 881-0743 after 5. 9123
CHEAP WATERBEDSI Waler ,Trips, 3407 Cenlral
NE, Student Specials: $89.95 plus ta~ buys you I)
basic Ooorframe, 2) safety liner, 3) any size
waterbcd mattress (3-ycar guarantee), 4) foam
comfort pad, 26S·845S. 9121

6.

In the Executive
North Apartments
298·7624

l(and knit,

w.annwool

sweater
coats

•

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233. 277·
5907. fs
PARTIIME JOD: Sules, nexible hours, good pay •
Possible full-time during breaks, Call: Phil Fran·
Clyk, C.}.., U,, 292·2830. 9/30
PART TIME: men & women sales clerks- stocking,
Must be over 21 yeurs old. Apply in person, no
phone calls. SAVE-WAY liquor stores, 5516
Menaul Blvd., NE&5704 LomasNE.
10/6
ATTRACTIVE MODELS NEEDED; pose nude for
publication. For more Information, please call2426477, afternoons only. Ask for Anna Claire 9/20
INSTRUCTORS WANTED for YWCA, $3,00/hr. to
teach yoga, gymnastics, belly dance, harmonica,
recorder, shorthand, self-defense, basketry, crochet
& knitting, tap dauclng, etc. 247·8841. 9/21
HELP WANTED-part time legal errand runner.
Approx, 6 hours a day. Female student with car and
typing experience preferred. Call Mr. Horton 262· ·
1661. 9/22

8.

7303 Montgomery.

MISCELLANEOUS

ATHEIST CLUB'S organization meeting, September
20th, 7·9 p.m., SUB 250-E. 9/20

paciJMlJAO)A·
"'

~Ko S ot.~ rown

,B

2tl-0113

Distributor Opportunities
Enter the exciting world of nutritionExcellent earnings- Make your own hours

Health & Happiness

Happiness is
working for yourself
in the business of Nutrition
Health is having the body and mind
in harmony with itself. The key to this
harmony is Nutrition.
We at Sunasu have the finest nutritional
supplements In the market today. ·
You can be a part of this exciting and·
gratifying business- Health and
happiness are yours NOW.
It's up to you.

SUNASU
PRODUCTS INC.
your independent distributor is ••.

Raleigh J. Pratti II
Distributor opportunity meeting
Burgundy Room- Three Fountains
2200 Lester Drive N.E.
7:00 p.m. Mon. Sept. 19 thru Thurs. 22
Call to register at 298-9555

Now

A HEALTHY

COMBINATION
It is important for us to eat ~he proper foods.
However, because of this fast paced world
many of us are neglecting our diet.
SUNASU was formulated with this problem
in mind, and has the ideal solution.
SUNASU's vitamin, mineral & herb formula
and Hl•PROTEIN Powder is a perfectly
balanced nutritional program that will give you and your family the confidence that good
health is yours, now and forever.
SUNASU-A truly healthy combination!

ACROSS
1 Norse gods
61s aware of
11 Regard
highly •
12 Weirder
14 spanish
plural

article
15 South
Amen can
mountains
17 Merry
18 King of
,_ Bashan
19 Feeling
deeply
21 Artificial

Opening
October 1

SUNASU
PRODUCTS INC.
your independant distributor ls ...

--

Raleigh J. Pratti II
Three Fountains Suite 271
2200 Lester Drive N.E. 298·9555

For information call:
David Foster

255·2715
9 a.rn. to 5 p.m.

(pL)

3 Spanish for
"yes"
4 Country of
Asia

5 Leased

6 Sharper
7 Promontory
8 Conjunclion
9 Hatr ptece
10 Scorched
language
11 Reserved
22 Lubricates
13 Hindu
24 Female
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16 Condensed
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moisture
two
27 W!}sted time 19 Land
surrounded ·
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31 Large truck
~1 2 J
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11
agency
(in it.)

33 Demons

private lessons
group lessons
hockey
party and
group skating
public skating

1 Music:
slowly
2 Printer's
measure

36 More vapid
39 Nobleman
40 Beverage
42 Tissue
43 Hypothetical
force
44 City in
Washington
41 Symbol for
silver
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